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Using a relativistic transport model for heavy ion collisions at energies that are below the threshold for kaon
and antikaon production in nucleon-nucleon collisions, we study how their abundances approach the canonical
equilibrium during the collisions. We find that kaons are far from chemical equilibrium at the initial and high
density stage, and they approach equilibrium only during the expansion stage of the collisions when their
production rate is small and becomes comparable to their annihilation rate. In contrast, antikaons approach
chemical equilibrium much earlier but eventually fall out of equilibrium again as a result of their large
annihilation cross sections in nuclear matter.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevC.64.042201 PACS number~s!: 25.75.Dw, 24.10.Jv, 24.10.LxRecent analyses have shown that most hadrons measured
in heavy ion collisions can be described by statistical models
based on the grand canonical ensemble for abundant par-
ticles @1# and the canonical ensemble for rare particles @2#.
On the other hand, studies based on transport model indicate
that the chemical equilibration time for kaons and antikaons
in the hot dense matter, which is expected to be formed in
heavy ion collisions at the AGS and SPS energies, is an order
of magnitude longer than the heavy ion collision time @3#. It
has thus been suggested @4# that the kaon equilibration time
can be significantly shortened if the kaon mass is reduced in
dense matter as a result of the large attractive scalar interac-
tion and diminishing repulsive vector interaction due to the
assumption of vector decoupling. The disappearance of the
repulsive vector interaction is, however, not consistent with
the strong repulsive vector potential that is needed to under-
stand the vanishing kaon flow observed in heavy ion colli-
sions at GSI energies @5,6# and the large kaon antiflow ob-
served in heavy ion collisions at AGS energies @7,8#. Also, a
recent transport model study has shown that the measured
kaon yield in heavy ion collisions at GSI @9# can be ex-
plained with kaons interacting with both the scalar and vec-
tor potentials @10#.
To gain insight into this problem, a kinetic theory for the
time evolution of particle production @11# can be applied. It
is found that the equilibrium time t0
C for rare particles carry-
ing U(1) charge and described by the canonical ensemble
due to U(1) charge conservation is much shorter than what
is expected from the grand canonical ensemble, i.e.,
t0
C5t0
GCNeq
GC!t0
GC
, ~1!
where Neq
GC is the average multiplicity of rare particles per
event if they were described by the grand canonical en-
semble. Also, it is shown that
Neq
C 5~Neq
GC!2!Neq
GC
, ~2!
so the equilibrium multiplicity in the canonical ensemble is
much lower than that given by the grand canonical ensemble.
The above idea based on the kinetic theory can be quan-
titatively studied using the transport models, which have
been very successful in understanding many aspects of heavy0556-2813/2001/64~4!/042201~4!/$20.00 64 0422ion collisions @12#. In this Rapid Communication, we shall
use the transport model to study kaon and antikaon produc-
tion in heavy ion collisions at energies that are below the
thresholds for their production in nucleon-nucleon interac-
tions, and to understand how kaons and antikaons approach
chemical equilibrium in these collisions. In previous studies
of subthreshold kaon production using transport models @13–
16#, only the production of kaons has been included while
their annihilation via the inverse reactions has been ne-
glected. The neglect of kaon annihilation would not be a bad
approximation if kaons are far from chemical equilibrium.
However, to understand kaon chemical equilibration in trans-
port models, we need to include kaon annihilation to see how
the kaon production and annihilation rates become compa-
rable during the finite heavy ion collision time.
We follow essentially the same model used in Ref. @17#,
which is based on the transport model relativistic Vlasov-
Uehling-Uhlenbeck ~RVUU! @18#. In this model, the nuclear
potential is taken from the nonlinear Walecka model, so it
has both an attractive scalar and a repulsive vector part. The
attractive scalar potential allows one to treat consistently the
change of nucleon mass in nuclear matter. In dense matter,
the nucleon mass is reduced and the energy is in the scalar
field. As the system expands, the nucleon regain its mass
from the scalar field energy. The model in Ref. @17# includes
kaon production from both baryon-baryon and meson-baryon
interactions. For kaon production from baryon-baryon inter-
actions, the cross sections are taken from the predictions of
the meson-exchange model introduced in Ref. @19#. For kaon
production cross sections from meson-baryon interactions,
they are obtained from the resonance model of Ref. @20#. The
produced kaons together with their partners, mainly hyper-
ons, not only undergo elastic scatterings with baryons but are
also affected by mean-field potentials. For kaon and hyperon
scattering cross sections, we take the empirical values as in
Ref. @17#. The kaon potential is taken from the chiral La-
grangian including both scalar and vector interactions @21#
with their strengths determined from experimental observ-
ables such as the kaon yield and collective flow in heavy ion
collisions @17#.
The scattering of kaon with pion, which is mainly elastic
through the K* resonance, is neglected in the model. Since
pions appear only at later stage of the collision from delta©2001 The American Physical Society01-1
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nucleons in heavy ion collisions at GSI energies, the effect of
kaon-pion scattering has been shown to be unimportant @14#.
In particular, it should have negligible effect on the chemical
equilibration of kaons to be studied here.
Also, the off-shell effect on baryons due to their scatter-
ings is not considered in this model. Since the imaginary
self-energy resulting from scatterings leads to a broad spec-
tral distribution for a baryon, baryons with free-space ener-
gies below the kaon production threhsold can have sufficient
energies for kaon production in a medium. This effect is
similar to kaon production from multiparticles. As shown by
Batko et al. @22#, such processes increase the kaon yield by
less than 10%. Because these multiparticle effects are diffi-
cult to treat and have small contribution, they have been
neglected in all previous studies on kaon production.
As the kaon production probability is much smaller than
one in heavy ion collisions at subthreshold energies, it is
usually treated by the perturbative method, i.e., the effect of
kaon production on the dynamics of heavy ion collisions is
neglected, first introduced in Ref. @13# and further extended
in Ref. @14#. Specifically, a kaon is produced in a baryon-
baryon or a meson-baryon interaction that is above the pro-
duction threshold. The produced kaon then carries a prob-
ability given by the ratio of the kaon production cross section
to the total baryon-baryon or meson-baryon cross section.
Furthermore, to treat the rescattering of kaons and hyperons
with other particles, one allows more than one pair of kaon
and hyperon to be produced in such a collision. When these
kaons and hyperons are scattered by other particles, their
momenta are changed according to the differential cross sec-
tion, which is usually taken to be isotropic, while changes of
the momenta of the other particles are neglected. The final
kaon yield and spectrum are then obtained by adding the
probabilities of individual kaons and dividing by the number
of kaons produced in each baryon-baryon or meson-baryon
collision. We note that although many kaons are produced in
the perturbative approach, each kaon actually correponds to a
single kaon event as they are independent. The approxima-
tion introduced in this method is to assume that the medium
through which the kaon propagates is the same for all these
events and that the medium is not affected by kaon produc-
tion and scattering. Compared with real kaon events, energy
conservation is thus slightly violated in these theoretical
events. But this should not have much effect on the kaon
yield and spectrum as there is only one kaon in such an event
and it scatters only a few times.
To study the chemical equilibration of kaons, we improve
the model of Ref. @17# by including also kaon annihilation by
hyperon, using the cross sections determined from the
meson-baryon interactions via the detailed balance relations.
Because of strangeness conservation, a kaon is produced to-
gether with a hyperon. As the kaon production probability is
much less than one in heavy ion collisions at subthreshold
energies, there is only one hyperon in an event in which a
kaon is produced. Kaon annihilation can thus occur only
when there is a collision between the same pair of kaon and
hyperon that is produced in the baryon-baryon or meson-
baryon interaction. As shown in Ref. @11# via the kinetic04220equation, the annihilation between such a pair of particles
that are produced simultaneously as a result of the U(1)
charge conservation would lead to an equilibration described
by the canonical ensemble.
To illustrate the physics of kaon chemical equilibration in
heavy ion collisions, we consider Ni1Ni collisions at
1A GeV and impact parameter b50 fm, which is below
the threshold for both kaon and antikaon production in
nucleon-nucleon interactions. Similar results are obtained for
collision energies at 2A GeV, which is above the kaon pro-
duction threshold but below the antikaon production thresh-
old in nucleon-nucleon interactions. In the top panel of Fig.
1, the time evolution of the kaon abundance for the scenarios
with ~solid curve! and without ~dotted curve! kaon annihila-
tion are given. It is seen that including kaon annihilation by
hyperon reduces the final kaon yield by only about 10%. As
shown in the lower panel of Fig. 1, the kaon production rate
~solid curve! is appreciable only when the nuclear density
~thick solid curve! is high. The effect due to kaon annihila-
tion is better illustrated by the kaon annihilation rate ~dashed
curve! shown in the bottom panel of Fig. 1. We see that the
annihilation rate is negligible during the high density stage
when most kaons are produced. This result thus justifies the
neglect of kaon annihilation in previous studies. Although
the kaon annihilation rate is small, it becomes comparable to
the kaon production rate at about 17 fm/c , indicating that
the kaon yield eventually approaches chemical equilibrium.
FIG. 1. Top panel: Time evolution of kaon abundance in Ni1Ni
collisions at 1A GeV and impact parameter b50. Dotted curve is
the result without kaon absorption while solid and dashed curves
are results with kaon absorption from using default KB and YB
elastic scattering cross sections and twice the cross sections, respec-
tively. Bottom panel: Time evolution of kaon production rate ~solid
curve! and absorption rate ~dashed curve! as well as the central
baryon density ~thick solid curve!.1-2
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cal equilibrium is about 1.2r0, where r0’0.16 fm23 is the
normal nuclear matter density.
To better understand kaon production in heavy ion colli-
sions, it is useful to know if the system is close to thermal
equilibrium when kaons are produced. For this purpose, we
have evaluated the average squared momentum of all par-
ticles both in the beam direction, ^pz
2& , and in the transverse
direction, ^px
2&. The ratio ^pz
2&/^px
2& can then be used to char-
acterize the degree of thermal equilibrium, with a value of
one corresponding to complete thermal equilibrium. In Fig.
2, we show the time evolution of this ratio for nucleons
~solid curve!, deltas ~dotted curve!, and pions ~dashed curve!
in the central volume of 8 fm3. It is seen that at the time
when most kaons are produced, both pions and deltas are
close to thermal equilibrium while nucleons are not. Since
kaons are dominantly produced from pion and nucleon inter-
actions ~about 70%!, our results thus show that they are
mostly produced from a dense but not thermally equilibrated
hadronic matter.
According to the kinetic theory @11#, the chemical equili-
bration time in the canonical formalism is given by t0
C
5V/L5NK /(dNL /dt), where V is the volume of the region
where kaon annihilation occurs, L is the momentum aver-
aged cross section for kaon annihilation, and NK and dNL /dt
are the kaon number and its absorption rate, respectively. At
time t512 fm/c when the kaon absorption rate is largest,
we have from Fig. 1, NK54.231023 and dNL /dt57.0
31025, which give a kaon chemical equilibration time of
60 fm/c if the system is prevented from expanding from t
512 fm/c . On the other hand, the thermal average of the
kaon annihilation cross section sKY→pN is about 0.25 fm2 at
temperature T575 MeV, and it changes by less than 20%
for 50,T,100 MeV due to the exothermic nature of the
annihilation process. The above value for the kaon chemical
equilibration time implies that the effective volume in which
FIG. 2. Time evolution of the ratio ^pz
2&/^px
2& for nucleons ~solid
curve!, deltas ~dotted curve!, and pions ~dashed curve!. The central
baryon density as a function of time is given by the thick solid
curve.04220kaon annihilation occurs is about 15 fm3. Since the chemi-
cal equilibration time for kaons is much longer than the
heavy ion collision time, we would normally expect them not
to reach chemical equilibrium during the collisions. How-
ever, since the kaon production rate decreases strongly as the
temperature decreases due to the large threshold of the pro-
duction process, its value can thus become comparable to the
annihilation rate when the system expands and cools. When
this happens for a later stage of heavy ion collisions as
shown in the transport model results of Fig. 1, kaons can
then reach chemical equilibrium. We thus note that, since
most kaons are produced in the dense but nonequilibrium
stage, the chemical equilibration time could be overestimated
when determined in the normal way. Furthermore, the chemi-
cal freeze-out temperature extracted from the final kaon
abundance in thermal model analysis does not provide suffi-
cient information on the dynamics of kaon production.
The effect due to kaon annihilation depends on the mag-
nitude of kaon and hyperon elastic scattering cross sections
with other particles. If there are no such scatterings, e.g, if
these cross sections are set to zero, then the produced kaon
and hyperon would simply move away from each other with-
out further interactions, leading to a result similar to that
without kaon annihilation. On the other hand, larger kaon
and hyperon scattering cross sections with other particles
would force them into a smaller region, thus increasing the
kaon annihilation rate. This is demonstrated in the top panel
of Fig. 1 by the dashed curve, which is obtained by taking
the kaon and hyperon scattering cross sections with other
baryons to be twice the default values. It is seen that these
larger cross sections indeed further reduce the kaon yield.
We also study antikaon production within the relativistic
transport model, where antikaons are produced not only from
baryon-baryon and meson-baryon interactions but also from
meson-hyperon interactions. The cross sections for antikaon
production from both baryon-baryon and meson-baryon in-
teractions are taken from an analysis based on the meson-
exchange model @23#. For antikaon production from the
meson-hyperon interactions, the cross sections are obtained
from the empirical cross sections for K2 absorption by
nucleon to form a pion and a hyperon @24#. As first pointed
out in Ref. @25#, antikaon production in heavy ion collisions
at subthreshold energies is mainly due to the meson-hyperon
interactions. For antikaon annihilation, it is dominated by the
reaction K¯ N→pY , and this has already been included in
previous transport model studies @17,26,27#. We note that to
account for the observed enhancement of antikaon produc-
tion in heavy ion collisions at subthreshold energies, it has
been shown in Refs. @17,26,27# that a dropping of antikaon
mass due to medium effects is needed.
The results for antikaon production in Ni1Ni collisions at
1A GeV and impact parameter b50 fm are shown in Fig.
3. In the top panel, the time evolution of antikaon abundance
is shown for the cases with ~solid curve for default kaon and
hyperon elastic scattering cross sections and dashed curve for
twice the default cross sections! and without ~dotted curve!
kaon annihilation. The reduction of antikaon yield when
kaon annihilation is allowed is due to the reduction in the
production probability of hyperons, which contribute most to1-3
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duction and annihilation rates are shown in the bottom panel
of Fig. 3 by the solid and dashed curves, respectively. Simi-
lar to kaon production, we find that antikaons are mostly
produced in the high density stage of heavy ion collisions.
FIG. 3. Same as Fig. 1 for antikaons.04220Because of the large baryon density, their annihilation rate
through the reaction K¯ N→pY is larger than the kaon anni-
hilation rate. As a result, antikaons approach chemical equi-
librium even in the earlier stage of heavy ion collisions.
However, they eventually fall out of equilibrium as shown in
the lower panel of Fig. 3.
To summarize, we have improved the perturbative treat-
ment of strange particle production in the relativistic trans-
port model by including the annihilation of kaon and hy-
peron that are produced as a pair due to strangeness
conservation. For heavy ion collisions at energies below the
threshold for strange particle production in nucleon-nucleon
interactions, we find that both kaons and antikaons are
largely produced during the high density stage of the colli-
sions when the system has not reached thermal equilibrium.
Because of their large annihilation cross sections in dense
nuclear matter, antikaons are near chemical equilibrium
much earlier. For kaons, their abundance at the high density
stage is far from equilibrium, and it only becomes close to
the equilibrium value during the expansion stage of heavy
ion collisions when the production rate is small and compa-
rable to the annihilation rate. The small kaon annihilation
rate in heavy ion collisions thus justifies the neglect of kaon
annihilation in previous transport model studies of subthresh-
old kaon production.
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